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Information on the Effects of Oil Spills
By Kandra Sperling, eHow ContributingWriter
Oil spills can have far-reaching effects beyond the area in which a spill occurs. Various factors, such as the type of oil, the area in which the
spill occurs and the timeliness and effectiveness of clean-up efforts determine if the effects of an oil spill will be temporary. long-term, or
even permanent. Weather conditions may also determine the extent of the damage caused by an oil spill, according to The International
Tanker Owners Pollution Federation Limited.

Oilspills

have devastating

effects

Effects on Plants
While oil spills kill off some plant species, in some cases algae may actually reproduce more abundantly in response to a spill. Some
species may not germinate after a spill; however, most species including kelp tend to recover after a successful cleanup effort.

Effects on Animals

uii spills nave a tremenootis
impact on wildlife

Crude and bunker fuels are sticky, so when birds or other animals encounter the oil and become covered in it, the oil destroys the natural
insulation and weatherproofing their feathers or fur provide, thus leading to hypotnermia, according to the Australian Maritime Safety
Authority.

Effects on Marine Life

0O1s dlsdestioy marine
fhAi)tatr' ý'~ as comvi'ý'fs

Oils such as refined petroleum are not sticky, but are highly toxic to marine life such as plankton, fish eggs and invertebrate larvae and, in
turn, the larger species that consume them. Oil spills also damage habitats and breeding grounds such as coral reefs, seagrass beds and
mangroves vital to many marine fish species.

Effects on People
According to the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council, 15 native Alaskan communities that depend on subsistence fishing had their way
of life disrupted and threatened by the spill that occurred in 1989. In some villages, the harvest was reduced up to 77 percent.
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Effects on the Economy

Oi spills result in lost
lourism revenue

Oil spills often have a long-term economic impact on commercial and subsistence fisheries, beaches and water supplies in the communities
affected by a spill. For example, after the SS Cape Mohican oil spill in San Francisco Bay in 1996, popular tourist attractions such as Angel
Island State Park had to be closed for the duration of the cleanup.

References
" The International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation Limited
" United States Fish and Wildlife Service
" Australian Maritime Safety Authority

Resources
"* Exxon
Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council
SS Cape Mohican Trustee Council
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In North Dakota and Nationwide, A Boom in Health

Problems Accompanies Fracking
FOOD, HEALTH & HOME
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The first symptom was a rash on Jacki
Schilke's nose. It appeared late in the
winter of 2009 and was soon followed
by a flood of other health problems
afflicting Schilke, her husband, their
dog, and many of the animals on their
160-acre ranch near Williston, North
Dakota -- a tiny town in the state's
northwest comer that has become the
epicenter of the recent Great Plains oil
and gas boom.
Winters are long and cold here, and
animals die from time to time; that's just
Jacki Schilke is convinced that the oil rifling around her home near
a fact of life on the dry, hilly prairie.
Williston. North Dakota, is responsible for her faemlty's health problems
Long hours in the fields, together with a
Can she convince the government to taike action? Nicholas Kusnetz
second job, can wear a body down.
Schilke's face shows it in hard lines and
More from OnEarth
weathered skin. At 53, she's short and sturdy, with a ponytail of strawcolored hair. She says she's always been healthy. But since that winter, her
OnEarth Blog: Triclosan in
the 'House'
body, along with everything and everyone around her, seems to have
deteriorated.
Today OnEarth: Greece
Sells Out, China Coughs Its
Lungs Out, England Gets the
Lead Out (to Other
Countries)

Schilke lost 25 pounds in the summer of 2009 and started having trouble
breathing. She had constant diarrhea and would get lightheaded. Her
husband Steve's asthma worsened, frequently leaving him tired and short of
breath. The couple began getting unusual muscle aches. The following
winter, Jacki got another rash, a quarter-sized spot on her leg that wouldn't
go away. She visited a neurologist who couldn't explain what was
happening. She noticed an ammonia-like smell in the house and started
looking for a source, thinking that might be what was making them sick.
"Hell, I hauled shit out of here by truckloads," Jacki says. "I threw everything
away. There wasn't even a bottle of cleaner left In this house."

Today OnEartth; VMnales in
Trouble, Sharks in Hiding,
Snake on a Plane Wing

More from NRDC
Documents: Risky Gas
Drilling Threatens Health,
Water Supplies

In June 2010, the couple's Yorkie, Blue, got bloody diarrhea and started
coughing up mucus. They had to put him to sleep a few days later. Soon
after, the water from a well they used for their animals started bubbling, "like
7UP." Then the creek behind the house started bubbling, too, with a frothy
film forming on the water's surface and white residue appearing on the creek
bank. The Schilkes started hauling water in from town. In August, Jacki was
out feeding her bull one morning when she lost strength and fell to her
knees. From that spot, she could see a giant drilling rig across the property line, a
her house. "It just kind of clicked," she says,

Switchboard Slog: Top
U.S. Expert Health Risks of
gas Drilling are Unknown
Issues: Climate Change
Health Threats in North
Dakota

few thousand feet from

While the Schilkes and their animals were suffering from one ailment after another, oil companies were
establishing new wells ever closer to their home. At the beginning of 2009, Brigham Oil and Gas began
putting in a series of wells about nine miles south, along the route that Jacki often took to Williston, where
she managed a bar until she became too sick. That summer Brigham drilled a well six miles to the west of
the Schilkes's ranch, and another one six miles to the south. In January 2010, Oasis Petroleum began
drilling the first of two wells a couple of miles to the east. Finally, Oasis put in two wells right on the edge of
the Schilkes's property. There are now dozens of wells in the area, including four within a mile of their
home, each sporting gas flares billowing smoke into the sky.
SEE ALSO: Growing Pains: Scenes From the North Dakota Drilling Boom

The oil and gas boom in North Dakota is like nothing this state has ever seen. Over the last several years,
nearly 50,000 men have come from every corner of America to find work in an oiitield that now measures
18,000 square miles. The massive Bakken shale formation and its related Three Forks and Tyler shale
formations are said by geologists to contain nearly 30 billion barrels of recoverable oil. These days landmen,
the advance guard of the oil production industry, swarm the state's county clerks' offices, racing each other
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to lock up private mineral leases. Energy companies are drilling about 200 new wells each month in western
North Dakota, an area roughly the size of New Jersey.
The bottom line: the state's energy companies produced 578,191 barrels of oil a day In February 2012,
taken from 6,700 wells. Almost nine out of every 10 of those barrels - roughly half a million of them - were
produced by the nearly 3,400 wells to be found in the Bakken formation. The resource Is worth $55 million a
day, at current market prices, and generates $5 million a day in state tax revenue, according to state
officials. Just a few days ago, figures were released that show North Dakota surpassed Alaska to
become the nation's second largest oil producer; production could very well top a million barrels per day
sometime next year.
Like the gas wells that have covered neighborhoods from Texas to Pennsylvania in recent years, North
Dakota's new oil wells are deeper and longer than ever before, and they are hydraulically fractured with
millions of gallons of water, sand, and chemicals used to shatter the earth and release its contents. Though
fracking was initially used to target natural gas formations, companies are increasingly using the practice in
North Dakota and other states to extract oil from similar types of rock. In 2009, state officials told the local
press that the new oil development appeared to be releasing far more chemicals Into the air than
conventional drilling. Storage tanks, which hold oil before it is trucked away from the well sites, were
venting the same volatile organic compounds that are emitted in large quantities from shale gas operations.
Although a handful of North Dakota residents have complained about odors or health effects from drilling
near their homes, the Schilkes are the first in the region to report such widespread and sustained health
problems. But while their symptoms may be new to North Dakota, they mirror those reported in recent years
in gas fields from the Rockies to the Appalachians. Residents of several states have experienced a suite
of symptoms - including rashes, congestion, dizziness, nausea, and even cancer -- that they say began
when drilling and fracking came to their neighborhoods.
In Pennsylvania, home to some of the most intensive shale drilling in the country, the top health official
has asked the governor for $2 million to create a registry to track such reports. Other agencies have
raised alarm bells, too. Last August, an Energy Department panel recommended strengthening drilling
regulations in part because of the potential for shale gas development to harm public health. In January, a
senior CDC official called for more research to determine the health effects of drilling. In acknowledgement
of the risks, the EPA Issued new rules this month aimed at reducing airborne emissions from fracking
operations. But an EPA spokesperson told OnEarth that the rules apply only to gas wells, so they won't
affect operations at North Dakota's oil wells -- even though they produce similar emissions to natural-gas
fracking.
On the whole, state and federal agencies have been slow to respond to the growing concerns about public
health, says Bernard Goldstein, professor emeritus at the University of Pittsburgh's School of Public Health,
who notes that these agencies haven't done the research needed to ensure that shale drilling is safe to
nearby residents. Goldstein published a paper in January arguing that public health officials are being
left out of the debate over how to regulate drilling, despite evidence of an emerging and indeterminate
threat. "Can I point to a specific disease that has been caused by the shale drilling? No I cannot," he says.
But that's in part because no state or federal agency has been systematically tracking drilling-related health
complaints, so it is impossible to put a number on them. Goldstein, though, says the proliferating reports
should be enough to trigger an official review. -There's no question that there are a lot of people out there
that are not healthy."
The Schilkes's case could represent one small but significant step forward in the effort to get drilling
regulators to take the health concerns seriously. Once Jacki believed that drilling was to blame for her
health problems in the summer of 2010, she began hounding the U.S. EPA and state agencies - and even
hired an independent scientist to test her air and water. Thanks to her persistence, the Schilkes's case is
now under review by a division of the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and could prove
to be one of the first instances in which federal officials link a specific health complaint to the new drilling
boom. As energy companies expand the use of fracking in oil drilling fields from Colorado to Ohio, the
Schilkes's case might prove to be one of the best-documented examples of the impact intensive drilling can
have on the health of the people who live nearby.
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Nicholas Kusnetz has written about energy, natural resources, and other topics for ProPublics,
The Nation, Miller-McCune.com, InsideClimate News, and other publications. He was a
Middlebury Fellow in Environmental Journalism and a reporting fell... READ MORE:-
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In the midst of the domestic energy boom, livestock on farms near oil-and-gas
drilling operations nationwide have been quietly fatling sick and dying. White
scientists have yet to isolate cause and effect, many suspect chemicals used in
drilling and hydrofracking (or "fracking') operations are poisoning animals
through the air, water, or soil.

ý',Also send me OnEarth's
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Earlier this year, Michelle Bamberger, an Ithaca, New York, veterinarian, and
Robert Oswald, a professor of molecular medicine at Cornetl's College of
Veterinary Medicine, published the first and only peer-reviewed report to suggest
a link between tracking and illness in food animals.
BY DAVIDGESSNER

The authors compiled 24 case studies of farmers in six shale-gas states whose
livestock experienced neurological, reproductive, and acute gastrointestinal
problems after being exposed -- either accidentally or incidentally - to tracking
chemicals in the water or air. The article, published in New Solutions: A Joumal
of Environmental and OccupationalHealth Policy,describes how scores of
animals died over the course of several years.

BY BARRY ESTABROOK

the_ yte stuff

The death toll is insignificant when measured against the nation's livestock
population (some 97 million beef cattle go to market each year), but
environmental advocates believe these animals constitute an early warning.

BY ELIZABETH ROYTE

Exposed livestock "are making their way into the food system, and it's very
worrisome to us," Bamberger says. 'They live in areas that have tested positive
for air, water, and soil contamination. Some of these chemicals could appear in
milk and meat products made from these animals."

BY JEFF TURRENTINE

THE.DEAN.S LIST
BY BOB DEANS

In Louisiana, 17 cows died after an hour's exposure to spilled tracking fluid,
which is injected miles underground to crack open and release pockets of
natural gas. The most likely cause of death: respiratory failure.

BY PAIGE SMITH ORLOFF

In New Mexico, hair testing of sick cattle that grazed near well pads found
petroleum residues in 54 of 56 animals.

BENYGRLIVING
By WENDY GORDON

In northern central Pennsylvania, 140 cattle were exposed to tracking
wastewater when an impoundment was breached. Approximately 70 cows died,
and the remainder produced only 11 calves, of which three survived.
In western Pennsylvania, an overflowing wastewater pit sent fracking chemicals
into a pond and a pasture where pregnant cows grazed: Half their calves were
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born dead. Dairy operators in shale-gas areas of Colorado, Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, and Texas have also reported the death of goats.
Drilling and fracking a single well requires up to 7 million gallons of water, plus
an additional 400,000 gallons of additives, including lubricants, biocides, scaleand rust-inhibitors, solvents, foaming and defoaming agents, emulsifiers and deemulsifiers, stabilizers and breakers. At almost every stage of developing and
operating an oil or gas well, chemicals and compounds can be introduced into
the environment.
Cows Lose Weight, Die
After drilling began just over the property line of Jacki Schilke's ranch in the
northwestern comer of North Dakota, in the heart of the state's booming Bakken
Shale, cattle began limping, with swollen legs and infections. Cows quit
producing milk for their calves, and they lost from 60 to 80 pounds in a week and
their tails mysteriously dropped off. Eventually, five animals died, according to
Schilke.
Ambient air testing by a certified environmental consultant detected elevated
levels of benzene, methane, chloroform, butane, propane, toluene, and xylene -and well testing revealed high levels of sulfates, chromium, chloride, and
strontium. Schilke says she moved her herd upwind and upstream from the
nearest drill pad.
Although her steers currently look healthy, she says, "Iwon't sell them because I
don't know if they're okay."
Nor does anyone else. Energy companies are exempt from key provisions of
environmental laws, which makes it difficult for scientists and citizens to learn
precisely what is in drilling and fracking fluids or airborne emissions. And without
information on the interactions between these chemicals and pre-existing
environmental chemicals, veterinarians can't hope to pinpoint an animal's cause
of death.
The risks to food safety may be even more difficult to parse, since different
plants and animals take up different chemicals through different pathways.
"There are a variety of organic compounds, metals, and radioactive material
[released in the fracking process] that are of human health concern when
livestock meat or milk is ingested," Motoko Mukai, a veterinary toxicologist at
Cornell's College of Veterinary Medicine, says. These "compounds accumulate
in the fat and are excreted into milk. Some compounds are persistent and do not
get metabolized easily."
Veterinarians don't know how long
chemicals may remain in animals,
farmers aren't required to prove their
livestock are free of contamination before middlemen purchase them, and the
Food Safety Inspection Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture isn't
looking for these compounds in carcasses at slaughterhouses.
FOO 6 ENVIRONMENT
REPORTING NETWORK

Documenting the scope of the problem is difficult: Scientists lack funding to
study the matter, and rural vets remain silent for fear of retaliation, Farmers who
receive royalty checks from energy companies are reluctant to complain, and
those who have settled with gas companies following a spill or other accident
are forbidden to disclose information to investigators. Some food producers
would rather not know what's going on, say ranchers and veterinarians.
"It takes a long time to build up a herd's reputation," rancher Dennis Bauste of
Trenton Lake, North Dakota, says. "I'm gonna sell my calves and I don't want
them to be labeled as tainted. Besides, I wouldn't know what to test for. Until
there's a big wipe-out, a major problem, we're not gonna hear much about this."
Fracking proponents criticize Bamberger and Oswald's paper as a political, not a
scientific, document. "They used anonymous sources, so no one can verify what
they said," says Steve Everley, of the industry lobby group Energy In Depth. The
authors didn't provide a scientific assessment of impacts -- testing what specific
chemicals might do to cows that ingest them, for example - so treating their
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findings as scientific, he continues, "is laughable at best, and dangerous for
public debate at worst."
The National Cattlemen's Beef Association, the main lobbying group for
ranchers, takes no position on tracking, but some ranchers are beginning to
speak out. "These are industry-supporting conservatives, not radicals," says
Amy Mall, a senior policy analyst with the environmental group, Natural
Resources Defense Council. 'They are the experts in their animals' healh, and
they are very concerned."
Last March, Christopher Portier, director of the National Center for
Environmental Health at the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
called for studies of oil and gas production's impact on food plants and animals.
None are currently planned by the federal government.
As Local Food Booms, Consumers Wary
But consumers intensely interested in where and how their food is grown aren't
waiting for hard data to tell them their meat or milk is safe. For them, the
perception of pollution is just as bad as the real thing.
"My beef sells itself. My farm is pristine. But a restaurant doesn't want to visit
and see a drill pad on the horizon," Ken Jaffe, who raises grass-fed cattle in
upstate New York, says. Only recently has the local foods movement, in regions
across the country, reached a critical mass. But the movement's lofty ideals
could turn out to be, in shale gas areas, a double-edged sword.
Should the moratorium on hydrofracking in New York State be lifted, the 16,200member Park Slope Food Co-op, in Brooklyn, will no longer buy food from farms
anywhere near drilling operations -- a $4 million loss for upstate producers. The
livelihood uf organic goat farmer Steven Cleghom, who's surrounded by active
wells in Pennsylvania, is already in jeopardy.
"People at the farmers market are starting to ask exactly where this food comes
from," he says.
This report was produced by the Food & Environment Reporting Network, an
independent investigativeJournalismnon-profit on food, agriculture,and
envkirnmental health. A longerversion of this story appearsat TheNation.com.
Image: WCN 24/7
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rillingwastewater
and frackingand
a single
shaleofwell
produce millions
of gallons
of
toxic
hundreds
tons can
of potentially
radioactive
solid waste.
Disposal of these wastes poses serious environmental and public health risks.
The Fracking Nightmare
New drilling and fracking technologies have made it
feasible to extract large amounts of oil and gas from shale
and similar underground rock formations.1 While this shale
development has been a boon for the oil and gas industry, it
has been a nightmare for communities living with the water
pollution, air pollution, explosions and fires, and ruined
landscapes. Fracking for oil and gas also contributes to
climate-threatening levels of greenhouse gas emissions.

Rivers of Toxic Wastewater

Fracking wastewater contains potentially extreme levels of
often naturallyoccurring but harmful contaminants that
are brought to the surface:

To frack a shale gas well, millions of gallons of fracking fluid -

a blend of water, sand and chemicals -

are

pumped underground at high pressure to break up shale
rock, allowing gas to flow into the well.' The technology for
shale oil development is essentially the same.' Some of the
fracking fluid stays underground indefinitely and the rest
flows back up out of the well, mixed with naturally contaminated waters from deep below ground.'
Fracking wastewater contains numerous chemical additives, many of which are far from safe:
" Known and suspected carcinogens that have been present in fracking fluids include naphthalene, benzene
and acrylamide.' Other environmental toxins present in
some fracking fluids, such as toluene, ethylbenzene and
xylenes, can result in nervous system, kidney and/or liver
problems.
" Since fracking fluid recipes are proprietary, and since
there is no federal requirement for disclosure, fracking fluid can contain unknown chemical additives.'
This means the full threat of fracking wastewater is also
unknown.

-
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* Harmful contaminants can include arsenic, lead, hexavalent chromium, barium, strontium, benzene, polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons, toluene, xylene, corrosive salts
and naturally occurring radioactive material, such as
radiumn-226.8
The New York Times reviewed documents on gas wells in
Pennsylvania and West Virginia and found that at least 116
wells produced wastewater with radiation levels that were
a hundred times the U.S. EPA's drinking water standard; at
least 15 of these wells had wastewater at more than a thousand times the standard.'
Since conventional treatment facilities are not equipped to
treat radioactive material and other contaminants in fracking wastewater, many of these contaminants simply flow
through conventional treatment facilities and get discharged
into public rivers and streams.',' This could contaminate
drinking water supplies for downstrearn communities and
could harm aquatic life essential to sustaining recreational
and commercial fisheries.

-
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Researchers at the University of Pittsburgh tested water
being discharged, after treatment, into a creek from a facility in Pennsylvania and found average concentrations of
benzene at twice the U.S. EPA's drinking water standard,
barium at 14 times the standard, total dissolved solids at
373 times the standard, strontium at 746 times the EPA's
recommended level for drinking water and bromide at
2,138 times the level that triggers regulatory reporting
requirements under the treatment plant's permit in Pennsylvania."
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" The government of Poland has welcomed oil and
gas industry plans to develop shale resources
in the country, but charges of bribery during the
process of awarding leases have tainted these
plans.

Executive Summary
Within the past decade, technological advances in
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing, or "fracking," have enabled the oil and gas industry to extract
large quantities of oil and natural gas from shale
formations in the United States. However, the practice has proven controversial. Pollution from modern
drilling and fracking has caused widespread environmental and public health problems and created serious, long-term risks to underground water resources.

" Pending an environmental review by the South
African government, Royal Dutch Shell may soon
be granted permission to drill and frack in South
Africa's Karoo Basin.
" The Chinese government is pushing an expansion of shale development, and numerous oil and
gas companies are partnering with Chinese firms,
both in the United States and in China.

In this report, Food & Water Watch reviews the risks
and costs of shale development that have been demonstrated in the United States, including economic
costs that run counter to industry-backed claims
about the economic benefits of the practice.
Food & Water Watch then summarizes the state of
shale development in six selected countries: France,
Bulgaria, Poland, South Africa, China and Argentina.
Briefly:
- Strong public opposition to fracking in France
and Bulgaria has led to national bans on the practice.

" In Argentina, oil and gas companies have begun
developing shale oil and shale gas resources in
the Neuqu6n Basin, with the support of the Argentinean government.
Instead of exposing their citizens to the damages of
modern drilling and fracking, countries around the
world should enact national bans on the practice and
invest aggressively in the deployment of energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies.

2
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Introduction
Advances in drilling technology and hydraulic fracturing, or "fracking," have now made it economically
feasible to extract oil and natural gas from shale and
other impermeable rock formations.' However, while
such drilling and fracking has been a boon for the oil
and gas industry in the United States, it has been a
nightmare for Americans exposed to the pollution that
accompanies shale development.a
The oil and gas industry is now poised to take this
nightmare global. International private and stateowned oil and gas companies are partnering with U.S.
companies, providing capital for U.S. shale development in exchange for the experience of learning drilling and fracking techniques pioneered in the United
States.2 Many of these companies are also working
to secure rights to extract shale oil and shale gas resources worldwide, and in some countries exploratory
3
drilling and fracking is already underway
a

For simplicity, the term "shale development" is used in reference to
the extraction of oil and natural gas from shale and other impermeable rock formations, including coalbeds, "tight" sandstones and
siltstones. Shale development involves the modern combination of
horizontal drilling and multi-stage, high-volume fracking.

Because natural gas is a relatively clean-burning
fossil fuel, compared to oil and coal, natural gas has
been touted as an energy source that could potentially serve as a bridge to a low-carbon future powered
by clean and renewable energy resources. 4 However,
looking beyond shale gas combustion to the full environmental impact of shale gas development reveals
that shale gas is not the environmentally friendly
natural gas that had been envisioned as a bridge. Not
only does shale gas development lead to dangerous
air and water pollution, but some scientific studies of
greenhouse gas emissions from shale gas development suggest that using shale gas instead of coal to
generate electricity may actually accelerate climate
change in coming decades.'
Of course, in contrast to the case of shale gas, there
is no pretense that shale oil will offer environmental
benefits.
This report reviews the risks and costs of shale development, as demonstrated in the United States, and
calls on countries to ban the dangerous practice. To
illustrate the global reach of the threat that modern
fracking now poses to public health and the environment, the status of shale development in six selected
3
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countries - France, Bulgaria, Poland, South Africa,
China and Argentina - is briefly summarized.

How Fracking Impacts the
Human Right to Water

History and the Next Wave of Fracking

Water use

Fracking is the process of injecting fluid - typically
a mixture of water, sand and chemicals - into wells
at high pressure to crack rock formations, allowing
oil and/or gas contained in these formations to flow

Fracking a single shale well requires millions of gallons
of water. Widespread shale development would thus
compete with essential water needs in regions prone
to water shortages.

6
more easily into a well.

Water pollution

Fracking is not a new technique. Oil and gas companies have used fracking since the 1860s to stimulate
oil-well production.7 Halliburton is credited with the
first commercial application of fracking to produce
natural gas," and by 2000, fracking was used in 90 to
95 percent of all U.S. oil and gas wells.9 However, the
scale of modern fracking is a radical departure from
that used in conventional oil and gas development.'0

Shale development presents inherent short-term and
long-terms risks to water quality.

Conventional natural gas drilling targets limestone
and other rock formations through which gas readily
flows." Once a pocket of gas is identified within these
permeable formations, a vertical well is drilled down
until the reservoir is reached and gas begins to flow

pending on geology, between 25 and 75 percent of the
millions of gallons of fracking fluid used for each well
returns to the surface as wastewater?8 A large volume
of salty water containing naturally occurring contaminants is also typically produced at each well as wastewater.'9 Combined, these wastewaters contain the
toxic chemicals added to fracking fluid, as well as any
radioactive materials and other pollutants leached

into the well.12 After the flow rate of gas significantly

declines, these conventional wells may be fracked to
temporarily improve production from the aging well.

Climate change
Shale development is likely to accelerate global climate change in the coming decades, contributing to
increased variability in seasonal and annual rainfall patterns. Such variability, in the form of either flooding or
prolonged droughts, will stress water utility systems.

20

In contrast, unconventional natural gas development
targets natural gas held in shale, tight sandstone and
coalbed formations, which restrict the flow of natural
gas unless they are fracked.'3 Similarly, fracking is essential to free "tight oil" from otherwise impermeable
rock formations so it can flow into a well.4 b

The combination of advanced fracking and horizontal
drilling technologies has made it economically feasible to extract large quantities of shale oil and shale
gas.'5 While fracking allows the oil and gas to flow into
a well to begin with, horizontal drilling through a relatively thin layer of shale, for example, gives each well
6
more exposure to the oil and gas in the shale.'
Once vertical and horizontal drilling is finished, and
well casings are cemented, developers inject millions
of gallons of fracking fluid to crack apart the rock and
prop it open so that the gas can be released. 7 Deb

Shale oil, which requires fracking to extract, is usually referred to as

"tight oil" so as to avoid confusion with oil shale.

from deep underground.

Not content with its technological advances, the oil
and gas industry is developing the capacity to increase the amount of fracking fluid and pressure
being used in order to generate larger fractures and
ultimately extract more oil and gas per well."

The U.S. Experience:
Adding Up the Risks and Costs
The increasing scale of drilling and fracking operations needed for shale development has increased
the risks and costs of the practice. Modern fracking
requires millions of gallons of water for each well, and
thus widespread shale development can compete with
essential water needs in regions prone to water shortage.2 Public water resources can also be polluted at
different stages of shale development or long after
the development has occurred, resulting in significant
public health costs. Additional public health costs are
due to air pollution from modern shale development,

4
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and rural economies suffer from the negative impacts
that widespread drilling and fracking have on agriculture and tourism.
Fracking'simpact on public waterresources
Examples of water pollution in the
United States from shale development
Fracking has been implicated in the contamination of
water supplies across the United States. ProPublica
identified more than 1,000 cases of water contamination near drilling sites documented by courts, states and
local governments around the country prior to 2009.23
Pennsylvania cited 451 Marcellus Shale gas wells for
1,544 violations in 2010 alone. Notable affected commu24
nities include:
Pavillion, Wyoming: In 2010, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency released a preliminary study that
found possible drinking water contamination near
fracking wells and recommended that residents avoid
drinking their tap water.2 s The U.S. EPA investigated 39
rural water wells and found benzene and methane in
wells and groundwater.26 The wells were also contaminated with the fracking fluid additive 2-butoexythanol phosphate, which has harmful health effects.v In
December 2011, the U.S. EPA released a draft report
concluding that fracking likely led to methane contamination of deep groundwater near Pavillion, and that
shallow groundwater contamination was likely due to
28
surface spills of fracking wastewater.

Dimock, Pennsylvania: In 2009, Pennsylvania regulators ordered the Cabot Oil and Gas Corporation to cease
all fracking in Susquehanna County after three spills at
one well within a week polluted a wetland and caused a
fishkill in a local creek.29 The spills leaked 8,420 gallons
of fracking fluid containing a Halliburton-manufactured lubricant that is a potential carcinogen.3 0 Fracking
had so polluted water wells that some families could no
longer drink from their taps. 3' Pennsylvania fined Cabot
more than $240,000, but it cost more than $10 million
32
to transport safe water to the affected homeowners.
In December 2010, Cabot paid $4.1 million to 19 families
that contended that Cabot's fracking had contaminated
their groundwater with methane.3 In 2012, the U.S. EPA
began providing clean drinking water to these families
after Cabot had been released of its obligation to do so
by the state of Pennsylvania.Y
Garfield County, Colorado: Garfield County's 8,000
natural gas wells have inched closer to residential areas.3 A hydrological study found that as the number of
gas wells in the heavily fracked county increased, methane levels in water wells also rose.3 6 State regulators
fined EnCana Oil and Gas for faulty well casings that allowed methane to migrate into water supplies through
natural faults.37 In 2008, a wastewater pit in Colorado
leaked 1.6 million gallons of fluid, which migrated into
38
the Colorado River.
Parker County, Texas: In 2010, the U.S. EPA determined
that fracked gas wells had contaminated a drinking

5
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water aquifer with methane, benzene and other natural
gas chemicals that were chemically fingerprinted to the
9
gas wellA
How shale development pollutes freshwater resources
There are many ways that drilling and fracking contaminate public freshwater resources. First, even before fracking fluid chemicals are injected underground,
they can be spilled at the sites of wells 40 or in traffic

accidents, 41 resulting in local contamination.
The chemicals used to make fracking fluids are far
from safe. Scientists have found that 25 percent of
fracking chemicals could cause cancer; 37 percent
could disrupt the endocrine system; 40 to 50 percent
could affect the nervous, immune and cardiovascular systems; and more than 75 percent could impair
42
sensory organs and the respiratory system.
A second major pathway of contamination stems
from the need to dispose of the several million gallons of fracking wastewater that flows to the surface
after each well is fracked. This wastewater contains
not only the potentially toxic chemicals used in fracking fluid, but also natural contaminants from deep
underground, including total dissolved solids (e.g.,
salts, barium, strontium), organic pollutants (e.g.,
benzene, toluene) and normally occurring radioactive material (NORM) such as Radium 226.43 A 2011
New York Times investigative report found that nearly
three-quarters of the more than 240 Pennsylvania
and West Virginia gas wells studied produced wastewater with high levels of radiation, including at least
116 wells with levels that were hundreds of times the
U.S. EPA's drinking water standard, and at least 15
44
wells with levels thousands of times the standard.
Surface water pollution from drilling and fracking
occurs with leaks, blowouts and other accidents at
the sites of a shale well 45; spills from traffic accidents

while fracking wastewater is being trucked to disposal sites 46; or spills from the intentional and illegal

dumping of fracking wastewater. 47 In 2010, a shale
gas well blowout led to a 75-foot tall geyser of gas
and drilling fluid that spilled 35,000 gallons on the
ground before it was contained. 48 In January 2011,
approximately 21,000 gallons of fracking wastewater spewed from a Tioga County, Pennsylvania, well
when a valve was erroneously left open, releasing

hazardous chloride, sodium, barium and strontium,
as well as hydrochloric acid used in the fracking
fluid.49 Two months after a fire in the company's

fracking liquid storage tanks injured three people, a
Chesapeake Energy well spurted thousands of gallons of fracking fluid in Bradford County, Pennsylvania, due to an equipment failure.50 Pennsylvania had
cited Chesapeake Energy 284 times for violations and
taken 58 enforcement actions since the beginning of
2008.51
Also, surface water can be polluted by discharges
from treatment facilities that receive fracking wastewater but that are not equipped to treat many of the
contaminants this wastewater contains.5 2 For example, between 2008 and 2009 in Pennsylvania, at
least half of fracking wastewater went to public sew53
age plants that were not equipped to treat NORM.

Pennsylvania's rivers have also had rising levels of
bromides, a trend of particular concern because bromides can react with disinfectants during water treat54
ment to form brominated trihalomethanes (THM).
Once formed, THM are difficult and costly to remove
from the water supply, and exposure to THM is implicated in cancer and birth defects.5 5 Yet, according
to ProPublica, no Pennsylvania wastewater treatment
plant was expected to be able to remove total dissolved solids, including bromides and chlorides, from
the water until 2013.56

In December 2010, the Center for Healthy Environments and Communities (CHEC) at the University of

6
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Pittsburgh tested treated water being discharged into
a creek from a treatment facility in Indiana County,
Pennsylvania, that had received fracking wastewater.
The CHEC analysis found that the average concentration of barium was about 14 times the U.S. EPA drinking
water standard, strontium was present at an average
concentration of about 746 times the standard, benzene
was present at twice the standard and total dissolved
7
solids were present at 373 times the standard.1
Drilling and fracking have also caused methane and
contaminants in fracking wastewater to seep into
underground drinking water supplies directly, without
ever reaching the surface."8
A National Academy of Sciences study found that average methane concentrations in shallow drinking water
wells in active gas areas were 17 times higher than
those in non-active areas, possibly due to leaky gaswell casings.5 9 In 2008, a house in Ohio exploded after
methane infiltrated its water source, largely because
of fracking. 60 In 2010, after the U.S. EPA instructed
Wyoming residents not to drink their water because
of contamination from a common fracking fluid, some
residents also used fans while bathing to reduce the
likelihood of explosions.6" In 2010, the U.S. EPA determined that two homes in Texas were at risk of explosion because of high levels of natural gas found in
62
their water from nearby fracking operations.
The U.S. EPA has reported that toxic fracking fluid has
contaminated at least one water well in West Virginia
and likely others.6 3 In 2004, in Colorado, a faulty
natural gas well casing led to contamination of wa-

ter 4,000 feet away from the well site.6 4 In November
2011, the U.S. EPA released a draft report on contaminated groundwater near drilling and fracking operations in Pavillion, Wyoming, concluding that "the data
indicate likely impact to ground water that can be
65
explained by hydraulic fracturing."
Many of the cases of direct groundwater contamination, either by methane or fracking wastewater, are
likely due to faulty casing of the well where the well
passes through an aquifer. Multiple, concentric casings
are being used to try to reduce the risk of such direct
contamination, but human errors will always occur
regardless of the robustness of the well casing designs.
Yet this is not the only risk to underground resources.
The fact that, depending on geology, 25 to 75 percent
of fracking fluid returns to the surface means that
millions of gallons of fracking fluid stays underground
indefinitely after it is injected into a well.66 Once
underground, fracking fluid mixes with the naturally
occurring brines and is subject to geological forces
and chemical processes over the long term, from years
to decades. How far and how fast this blend can travel,
and how it might change chemically, is impossible to
know and control. Potential pathways for contaminants to flow into aquifers include the well into which
67
fracking fluid is injected, nearby abandoned wells,
induced fractures in the shale from fracking, and ex68
isting natural fractures in the bedrock.
Modern shale development thus risks irreversible
damage to vital underground drinking water resources over the long term. While this possibility may be
remote, it is too serious of a risk to accept.
Air pollution from fracking
Shale development results in more emissions of
greenhouse gases, smog-inducing compounds and
other hazardous air pollutants than conventional oil
and gas development. This air pollution comes from
the exhaust of generators and compressors at shale
well sites, from heavy-duty truck traffic and from
the venting of wastewater storage tanks, and it can
seriously degrade air quality. This means there are
significant health and environmental impacts when
examining the full life-cycle of shale gas, and these
significant impacts negate some of the benefits that
stem from shale gas being a clean-burning fossil fuel.

7
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As for shale oil, there are no air-quality or climate
benefits claimed.
Shale gas is composed primarily of methane, which
is a potent greenhouse gas. 6 9 Recent scientific studies have demonstrated that, due to the amount of
fugitive methane released during modern shale gas
development as compared to during conventional
gas development, any increased use of shale gas instead of coal may actually accelerate climate change
in the coming decades, not reduce climate change
impacts.7 0 This is despite the fact that shale gas emits
7
significantly less carbon pollution when burned. 1
Crucially, this also assumes that demand for shale
gas would displace demand for coal, not supplement
it; if such displacement does not happen, then the
impact on climate would be far worse.72 It is therefore
misguided for governments around the world to open
up their countries to shale development under the
pretext of fighting global climate change.
Hazardous air pollutants found near fracking sites
include methanol, formaldehyde and carbon disulfide.13 Volatile organic compounds, including nitrogen
oxides, benzene and toluene, are also discharged during fracking.7" These compounds mix with emissions
from heavy-duty truck traffic, large generators and
compressors at well sites to form ground-level ozone
that can, in turn, combine with particulate matter to
form smog." Long-lasting exposure to smog has been
linked to various cancers, heart disease, diabetes and
premature deaths in adults, and to asthma, premature
76
birth and cognitive deficits in children.

consultant, who in 2009 found that air samples con7 8
tained high levels of neurotoxins and carcinogens.
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
found airborne benzene, which can cause immune
disorders and cancer, near Barnett Shale wells at levels of 500 to 1,000 parts per billion - more than five
times higher than allowable limits.79
In Wyoming, drilling and fracking have caused
ground-level ozone pollution to exceed amounts
recorded in Los Angeles, affecting the quality of life
for Wyoming residents.80 In Texas, a hospital system
serving six counties with intensive shale gas development reported asthma rates three times higher than
the state's average.8' The natural gas and oil industry
in the Barnett Shale area produced more smog-forming emissions during the summer of 2009 than were
produced by all motor vehicles in the Dallas-Fort
Worth metropolitan area.8 2 Yet ground-level ozone
pollution from shale gas development is not just a local problem; it can be transported hundreds of miles
by prevailing winds before combining with particu83
late matter to form smog.

It is extremely difficult to make direct links between
individual health outcomes and unknown exposure
levels to air pollutants. However, there are numerous
reports of public health problems that coincide with
the onset of shale development and that are likely
due to the resulting air pollution.
For instance, residents of DISH, Texas, who lived near
11 natural gas compression stations became concerned about the odor, noise and health problems
they were experiencing, which included headaches
and blackouts. They also observed neurological
defects and blindness in their horses.' Their mayor
fruitlessly reported these accounts to Texas regulators and eventually hired a private environmental
8
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These accounts illustrate how the serious public health
impacts of modem shale development,8 4 and high-

light the narrow thinking in assuming that a transition
to shale gas will reduce air pollution simply because
shale gas bums more cleanly than other fossil fuels.

The U.S. Experience: Exaggerated
Claims of Economic Benefits
The shale development rush has not only endangered
public health in the United States through pollution
of the air Americans breathe and the water Americans drink; it has also harmed local economies. While
industry promotes job creation and local investment,
proponents typically do not account for the longterm economic damage and the significant erosion
of communities' quality of life that can outweigh any
benefits."- Many of the purported economic benefits
are just a mirage - energy companies based elsewhere
typically do not buy drilling and fracking supplies
from local businesses, and shale development jobs
typically go to transient workers who move from
shale play to shale play.8"
New wells bring fleets of trucks that crowd and damage rural roads and carry potentially hazardous
wastewater. New York estimated that, if the state allowed shale gas development, each well would require
between 890 and 1,350 heavy-duty truckloads.8 ' Noisy
drilling rigs operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.88
Scenic vistas are replaced with a landscape of gas
wells, which lowers property values and harms tourism and recreation industries like hunting and fishing. In Wise County, Texas, properties with gas wells
have lost 75 percent of their assessed value. 89 Natural
gas rigs devalue not only the property where they are
located, but also the value of neighboring properties.90
During construction and drilling, gas wells significantly increase heavy truck traffic, and locals bear
the cost of repairing wear and tear on local roads. The
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection estimates that building and fracking a well requires 1,000 heavy-duty truck trips.9' Increased truck
traffic damages local infrastructure and can increase
92
the risk of truck accidents on small, rural roads.
Fracking also requires pipelines to transport the gas,
which can pose safety hazards from explosions. 93 In
2011, a pipeline explosion in Allentown, Pennsylvania,

IMAGE BY NICHOLAS / COMMONS.WIKIMEDIA.ORG

killed five workers; other explosions have occurred
elsewhere in Pennsylvania and in Ohio, California,
Michigan and Texas, soine fatal.94
Farmers, whose livelihoods depend on the health of
the land, face especially stark choices. Persistently
low milk. prices have threatened dairy farms in Pennsylvania and New York, and the prospect of gas royalty payments is tempting. Farmers lease their land to
gas companies with the promise of minimal impact.95
However, livestock have died from drinking water
tainted with spilled fracking fluids.96 In 2009,16 cattle
died after apparently drinking fluid that escaped from
a Louisiana fracking well.97 In 2010, Pennsylvania
quarantined 28 cows that may have consumed water
tainted by a fracking spill that could contaminate
their meat.9 8 Organic farmers could lose their premium prices if industrial fracking fluid pollutes their
crops or livestock.9 9 Farm sales could be destroyed if
pollution threatens livestock, crops or farmland.'0 0
In contrast to the legacy of environmental pollution
that shale development leaves behind, any economic
gains from drilling and fracking are short-lived: employment, construction, housing demand and even
royalty payments are significant at first, but diminish
quickly as well productivity declines and drilling and
fracking operations move elsewhere.'0' Almost all of
the jobs associated with shale development come
during the drilling and fracking stage, but it takes
less than one year to prepare a well site and conduct
9
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of drilled wells increases.10 3 Also, there is considerable uncertainty over estimates of the amount of
shale gas reserves that is technically recoverable
using current technology, and over how long individual wells will actually be productive. If production falls more rapidly than expected, as some
industry analysts anticipate,'0 4 then there would
be smaller royalty checks and fewer productionphase jobs over the long term. In August 2011, it was
reported that some shale gas producers received
subpoenas from the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission for documents on actual well production and reserve estimates, after the New York Times
reported concerns expressed by some in the industry and government that the shale boom has been
overstated.'05

r
Snapshot of Global Shale Gas Activity
Africa: Royal Dutch Shell has led the push to
drill and frack for shale gas in South Africa's
Karoo Basin."' The Sirt Basin, in Libya, and
the Ghadames Basin, which underlies parts of
Algeria, Tunisia and Libya, are also targeted
for shale gas development."16 In Tunisia, Cygain Energy has begun exploratory drilling and
fracking, and Chinook Energy Inc. has leased 3
million acres of land."' In Morocco, the national
oil and gas company has been studying its shale
gas potential."18
Oceania & Asia: ExxonMobil, Royal Dutch Shell,
Chevron, BP and ConocoPhillips are among the
foreign companies Investing in China's shale
resources - be it shale oil or shale gas." 9 ConocoPhillips and New Standard Energy, an Australian company, are partnering to develop shale
gas resources in western Australia's Canning
Basin, although New South Wales, Australia's
most populated province, has temporarily suspended shale development.'20 In New Zealand,
the Taranaki Regional Council has granted permission for fracking of conventional natural gas
2
wells to continue.' '

Finally, estimates of the amount of technically
recoverable - not necessarily economically recoverable - shale resources in the United States have
varied widely.'0 6 In January 2012, the U.S. Energy
Information Administration cut its estimate of technically recoverable shale gas by about 42 percent
from the estimate it used just one year earlier.'0 7
This raises serious questions about whether countries should stake their energy futures on shale resources, given that the U.S. EIA's estimates of international shale resources may be similarly flawed.'08
Indeed, initial exploratory drilling in Poland conducted by Exxon has not yielded commercially
viable production levels.10 9

Latin America: In Argentina, exploratory drilling
has begun in the Neuqu6n Basin, led by Apache
Corporation, Total and ExxonMobil.'2 In October
2009, Uruguay's government-owned petroleum
company entered a contract with Texas-based
Schuepbach Energy LLC to assess its shale gas
potential.'2 3 While shale development is not
actively underway In Mexico, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay and Bolivia, these countries are believed to
24
each have significant shale resources.'

Fracking Around the World
Mineral rightsownership
In the United States, landowners typically own the
right to develop oil and gas reserves beneath their
own private land."0 As a consequence, the oil and
gas industry has had a natural alliance with landowners who seek individual financial gain from
selling leases and receiving royalty payments."'

Europe: In June 2011, France became the first
country to ratify a nationwide ban on fracking.121 In January 2012, Bulgaria also enacted a
nationwide ban on the practice.'2 6 Exploration in
Englard, in Northern Ireland and in the German
province of North Rhine-Westphalia has been
suspended as of April 2011.127 Chevron, ConocoPhillips and ExxonMobil have each leased
over 1 million acres In Poland, and ExxonMobil
has leased an additional 2 million acres combined in Germany and the Netherlands.'2 8 In November 2011, the Scottish government granted
its first license to allow fracking,'2 9 and Ireland is
expected to also grant exploratory shale drilling licenses, pending a government review of
30
environmental impacts.'

According to Ben van Beurden, head of Shell Chemical, "[shale gas development] works a whole lot
better if the mineral rights to the gas actually belong
to the land owners.""2 He continued, "[i]n places like
northwestern Europe, mineral rights are being held
by the state so the only thing as a land owner you
3
have is inconvenience.""
Indeed, in many countries, governments own and
control subsurface mineral rights."4 On one hand,

K
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Fracking would risk the food and freshwater resources
on which millions of Chinese depend. The Sichuan
Basin lies beneath one of China's most populated and
agriculturally important areas, Sichuan Province, which
is home to almost 100 million people and has farmland that supplies a significant portion of China's staple
foods.11 Despite recent government efforts, environ17 3
mental regulatory protections in China are lacking.

Argentina
In Argentina, either the national government or
provincial governments own oil and gas rights.'Y4 According to the U.S. EIA, Argentina has the third highest amount of technically recoverable shale gas in
the world, primarily in the Neuqu6n Basin, and shale
gas exploration has commenced.7 5 The Argentinian
oil and gas company YPF is partnering with Apache
Corporation, an American company that has about 1
million acres in shale leases in Argentina.'76 In December 2010, Apache Corporation conducted the first
multistage fracking of a horizontal shale gas well in
Latin America.Y7
In addition to its gas resources, the Neuqu6n Basin is
expected to hold significant quantities of tight oil.'7 8
Total, ExxonMobil and EOG Resources have each
begun to invest in developing these resources.'7 9
However, widespread drilling and fracking for oil and
gas in the Neuqu~n basin is likely to have negative
impacts on tourism that is important to the economy
of Neuqu6n Province.'80
Shale development would also place large demands on
water resources in the region' 8 ' and, as such, can be expected to exacerbate environmental justice concerns
about access to potable water in Neuqu~n Province.' 2

Conclusion
Natural gas has long been considered as an alternative fuel, both for transportation and for generating
electricity, that can serve as a bridge to a future powered by clean, renewable energy resources. 83 However, shale gas is not the natural gas that had been
envisioned.
The rapid expansion of shale gas development and
fracking in the United States has resulted in significant environmental and public health problems, and

become an ongoing public health and environmental
experiment. Many of these problems are inherent to
the practice and cannot be avoided through regulation.
Taken together, spills of toxic fracking fluid and
84
fracking wastewaterY
water well contamination
from the underground migration of methane'8 5 and
toxic fracking fluid,' 86 local and regional air pollution
problems from shale development,'8 7 explosions at
the sites of shale wells,' 88 and substantial emissions of
the global warming pollutant methane during drilling
and fracking' 89 make the dangers of shale development clear.
Countries not yet exposed to the risks and costs of
drilling and fracking have an opportunity to choose a
different path, one that "meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs."'90 Enacting a national ban on fracking and investing in the deployment of
energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies
will set a sustainable course.
13
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LANDAU IN DER PFALZ, Germany - Government officials here are
reviewing the safety of a geothermal energy project that scientists say
set off an earthquake in mid-August, shaking buildings and
frightening many residents of this small city.
The geothermal plant, built by Geox, a
German energy company, extracts
heat by drilling deep into the earth. Advocates of the
method say that it could greatly reduce the world's
dependence on fossil fuels by providing a vast supply of
renewable energy.
The geothermal plant in Landau in der
Pfalz was under construction in 2007
and is now operational

Related
Times Topics: Geothermal Power

But in recent months, two similar projects have stirred
concerns about their safety and their propensity to cause
earthquakes. In the United States, the Energy Department
is scrutinizing a project in Northern California run by
AltaRock Energy to determine if it is safe. (The project was
shut down by the company last month because of crinolinz
technical problems.) Another project, in Basel,
Switzerland, was shut down after it generated earthquakes
in 2006 and 2007 and is awaiting the decision of a panel
of experts about whether it can resume.
The Landau project will be allowed to continue operating
while the review panel, which held its first meeting last
Friday, deliberates. Geox officials initially denied any
responsibility for the temblor and continue to dispute the
government's data linking the project to the quake. The
panel will, among other things, have to sort through the
conflicting data presented by the company and
government scientists.

A quake shook Landau in der Pfalz
anid set off an inquiry

But some experts in the field say they worry that projects
like the one in Germany, if the managers deny
responsibility for inducing earthquakes or play down the

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/09/1 I/science/earth/1 lquake.html
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method's safety.
The police logged as many as 200 calls after the quake, which struck shortly after 2 p.m.
on Aug. 15. Stefanie Schuster was at the local supermarket when she heard a loud bang.
She said she wavered unsteadily on her feet "like when you feel dizzy."
"My first thought was the geothermal plant," said Mrs. Schuster, 48, a clerk in the city
government. "I thought, There's definitely a problem over there."
Citing an academic paper, officials of AltaRock, the company running the California
project, claimed that the Landau plant caused no earthouakes - a claim that Geox says it
never made. In fact, in May, the state geological survey for Rhineland-Palatinate, the
state where Landau is located, concluded that four minor earthquakes. too small to be felt
by residents, had been generated by the project.
Seismologists at the geological survey said that the larger Aug. 15 quake was also caused
by the project. The epicenter was roughly 500 yards from a drill site at the plant and at
about the same depth - 1.5 miles - as a steam bed that the plant was extracting heat
from. "We are sure it's from the geothermal plant," said Harald Ehses, chairman of the
geological survey.
In interviews last week, Geox officials conceded that the plant had set off tiny
earthquakes and said that they were not certain what set off the Aug. 15 temblor. But
consultants for the company dispute the data cited by government scientists to back up
their conclusion that the project caused the earthquake: their own data, they said, proves
that the quake originated more than two miles from the site of the plant and six miles
below the earth's surface. Those figures would essentially rule out a connection with the
plant.
"At this point we can neither deny nor confirm" that the power plant had anything to do
with the earthquake, said Peter Hauffe, managing director of Geox.
The Landau plant, which cost $30 million, went into operation in 2007 and produces
electricity for 6,ooo homes by drawing heat from beneath the bedrock, nearly two miles
beneath the earth's surface. Geox said a coal-burning plant producing the same electricity
would emit 30,000 tons of carbon dioxide annually.
Not everyone in town was troubled by the quake. "It's really not such a big deal," said
", 1.
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But other residents said they were skeptical about the new technology. "The engineers
always say that they have everything under control, until something happens that they
never expected," said Sabine Hofmann, 47, who lives near the plant.
Nicholas Kulish reportedfrom Landau in der Pfalz, Germany, and James Glanzfrom
New York.
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How Geothermal Energy Works
Contents
I. The Geothermal Resource
2. How Geothermal Energv Is Caotured
3. The Future of Geothermal Energy
Introduction
Heat from the earth can be used as an energy source in many ways, from large and complex power stations to small and relatively simple pumping
systems. This heat energy, known as geothermal energy, can be found almost anywhere---as far away as remote deep wells in Indonesia and as close
as the dirt in our backyards. Many regions of the world are already tapping geothermal energy as an affordable and sustainable solution to reducing
dependence on fossil fuels, and the global warming and public health risks that result from their use. For example, more than 8,900 megawatts (MW)
of large, utility-scale geothermal capacity in 24 countries now produce enough electricity to meet the annual needs of nearly 12 million typical U.S.
households (GEA 2008a). Geothermal plants produce 25 percent or more of electricity in the Philippines, Iceland, and El Salvador. The United States
has more geothermal capacity than any other country, with more than 3,000 megawatts in eight states. Eighty percent of this capacity is in California,
where more than 40 geothermal plants provide nearly 5 percent of the state's electricity.. In thousands of homes and buildings across the United
States, geothermal heat pumps also use the steady temperatures just underground to heat and cool buildings, cleanly and inexpensively.
The Geothermal Resource
Below the Earth's crust, there is a layer of hot and molten rock called magma. Heat is continually produced there, mostly from the decay of naturally
radioactive materials such as uranium and potassium. The amount of heat within 10,000 meters (about 33,000 feet) of Earth's surface contains 50,000
times more energy than all the oil and natural gas resources in the world.

The areas with the highest underground temperatures are in regions with active or geologically young volcanoes. These "hot spots" occur at plate
boundaries or at places where the crust is thin enough to let the heat through. The Pacific Rim, often called the Ring of Fire for its many volcanoes,
has many hot spots, including some in Alaska, California, and Oregon. Nevada has hundreds of hot spots, covering much of the northern part of the

state.

These regions are also seismically active. Earthquakes and magma movement break up the rock covering, allowing water to circulate. As the water
rises to the surface, natural hot springs and geysers occur, such as Old Faithful at Yellowstone National Park. The water in these systems can be more
than 2000 C (430*F).
Seismically active hotspots are not the only places where geothermal energy can be found. There is a steady supply of milder heat-useful for direct
heating purposes---at depths of anywhere from 10 to a few hundred feet below the surface virtually in any location on Earth. Even the ground below

your own backyard or local school has enough heat to control the climate in your home or other buildings in the community. In addition, there is a

vast amount of heat energy available from dry rock formations very deep below the surface (4-10 kin). Using a set of emerging technologies known
as Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS), we may be able to capture this heat for electricity production on a much larger scale than conventional
technologies allow.
If these resources can be tapped, they offer enormous potential for electricity production capacity. In its first comprehensive assessment in more than
30 years, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) estimated that conventional geothermal sources on private and accessible public lands across 13
western states have the potential capacity to produce 8,000-73,000 MW, with a mean estimate of 33,000 MW.z State and federal policies are likely
to spur developers to tap some of this potential in the next few years. The Geothermal Energy Association estimates that 132 projects now under
development around the country could provide up to 6,400 megawatts of new capacity.1 As EGS technologies improve and become competitive,
even more of the largely untapped geothermal resource could be developed. The USGS study found that hot day rock resources could provide another
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345,100-727,900 MW of capacity, with a mean estimate of 517,800 MW. That means that this resource could one day supply nearly all of today's
U.S. electricity needs._i
Not only do geothermal resources in the United States offer great potential, they can also provide continuous baseload electricity. According to the
U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory, the capacity factors of geothermal plants-a measure of the ratio of the actual electricity generated over
time compared to what would be produced if the plant was running nonstop for that period-are comparable with those of coal and nuclear power.,
With the combination of both the size of the resource base and its consistency, geothermal can play an indispensable role in a cleaner, more
sustainable power system.
How Geothermal Energy Is Captured
Geothermalspringsfor powerplants. The most common current way of capturing the energy from geothermal sources is to tap into naturally
occurring "hydrothermal convection" systems where cooler water seeps into Earth's crust, is heated up, and then rises to the surface. When heated
water is forced to the surface, it is a relatively simple matter to capture that steam and use it to drive electric generators. Geothermal power plants
drill their own holes into the rock to more effectively capture the steam.
There are three designs for geothermal power plants, all of which pull hot water and steam from the ground, use it, and then return it as warm water to
prolong the life of the heat source. In the simplest design, the steam goes directly through the turbine, then into a condenser where the steam is
condensed into water. In a second approach, very hot water is depressurized or "flashed" into steam which can then be used to drive the turbine.
In the third approach, called a binary system, the hot water is passed through a heat exchanger, where it heats a second liquid-such as isobutane-in
a closed loop. The isobutane boils at a lower temperature than water, so it is more easily converted into steam to run the turbine. The three systems
are shown in the diagrams below.

Dry steam

Flash steam

Binary cycle

Click any of the images to we a larger version. Source: NREL

The choice of which design to use is determined by the resource. If the water comes out of the well as steam, it can be used directly, as in the first
design. If it is hot water of a high enough temperature, a flash system can be used, otherwise it must go through a heat exchanger. Since there are
more hot water resources than pure steam or high-temperature water sources, there is more growth potential in the heat exchanger design.
The largest geothermal system now in operation is a steam-driven plant in an area called the Geysers, north of San Francisco, California. Despite the
name, there are actually no geysers there, and the heat that is used for energy is all steam, not hot water. Although the area was known for its hot
springs as far back as the mid-I 800s, the first well for power production was drilled in 1924. Deeper wells were drilled in the 1950s, but real
development didn't occur until the 1970s and 1980s. By 1990, 26 power plants had been built, for a capacity of more than 2,000 MW.

The Geysers (Source: NREL)

Because of the rapid development of the area in the 1980s, and the technology used, the steam resource has been declining since 1988. Today, owned
primarily by California- utility Calpine and with a net operating capacity of 725 MW, the Geysers facilities still meets nearly 60 percent of the
average electrical demand for California's North Coast region (from the Golden Gate Bridge north to the Oregon border).L, The plants at the Geysers
use an evaporative water-cooling process to create a vacuum that pulls the steam through the turbine, producing power more efficiently. But this
process loses 60 to 80 percent of the steam to the air, without re-injecting it underground. While the steam pressure may be declining, the rocks
underground are still hot. To remedy the situation, various stakeholders partnered to create the Santa Rosa Geysers Recharge Project, which involves
transporting I I million gallons per day of treated wastewater from neighboring communities through a 40-mile pipeline and injecting it into the
ground to provide more steam. The project came online in 2003, and in 2008 provided enough additional electricity for approximately 100,000
homes. The city of Santa Rosa plans to further expand this program by increasing the amount of wastewater sent to the Geysers to nearly 20 million
gallons per day.,
One concern with open systems like the Geysers is that they emit some air pollutants. Hydrogen sulfide-a toxic gas with a highly recognizable
"rotten egg" odor-along with trace amounts of arsenic and minerals, is released in the steam. In addition, at a power plant at the Salton Sea reservoir
in Southern California, a significant amount of salt builds up in the pipes and must be removed. While the plant initially started to put the salts into a
landfill, they now re-inject the salt back into a different well. With closed-loop systems, such as the binary system, there are no emissions; everything
brought to the surface is returned underground.
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Directuse of geothermalheat. Geothermal springs can also be used directly for heating purposes. Hot spring water is used to heat greenhouses, to
dry out fish and de-ice roads, for improving oil recovery, and to heat fish farms and spas. In Klamath Falls, Oregon, and Boise, Idaho, geothermal
water has been used to heat homes and buildings for more than a century. On the east coast, the town of Warm Springs, Virginia obtains heat directly
from spring water as well, using springs to heat one of the local resorts._
In Iceland, virtually every building in the country is heated with hot spring water. In fact, Iceland gets more than 50 percent of its energy from
geothermal sources.L, In Reykjavik, for example (population 115,000), hot water is piped in from 25 kilometers away, and residents use it for heating
and for hot tap water.
Ground-sourceheatpumps. A much more conventional way to tap geothermal energy is by using geothermal heat pumps to provide heat and
cooling to buildings. Also called ground-source heat pumps, they take advantage of the constant year-round temperature of about 50'F that is just a
few feet below the ground's surface. Either air or antifreeze liquid is pumped through pipes that are buried underground, and re-circulated into the
building. In the summer, the liquid moves heat from the building into the ground. In the winter, it does the opposite, providing pre-warmed air and
water to the heating system of the building.

Ground-ource I1at pump (Source: NREL)

In the simplest use of ground-source heating and cooling, a tube runs from the outside air, under the ground, and into a house's ventilation system.
More complicated, but more effective systems use compressors and pumps-as in electric air conditioning systems-to maximize the heat transfer.
In regions with temperature extremes, such as the northern United States in the winter and the southern United States in the summer, ground-source
heat pumps are the most energy-efficient and environmentally clean heating and cooling system available. Far more efficient than electric heating
and cooling, these systems can move as much as 3 to 5 times the energy they use in the process. The U.S. Department of Energy found that heat
pumps can save a typical home hundreds of dollars in energy costs each year, with the system typically paying for itself in 8 to 12 years. Tax credits
and other incentives can reduce the payback period to 5 years or less.io
More than 600,000 ground-source heat pumps supply climate control in U.S. homes and other buildings, with new installations occurring at a rate of
about 60,000 per year._ While this is significant, it is still only a small fraction of the U.S. heating and cooling market, and several barriers to
greater penetration into the market remain. For example, despite their long-term savings, geothermal heat pumps have higher up-front costs. In
addition, installing them in existing homes and businesses can be difficult, since it involves digging up areas around a building's structure. Finally,
many heating and cooling installers are just not familiar with the technology.
However, ground-source heat pumps are catching on in some areas. In rural areas without access to natural gas pipelines, homes must use propane or
electricity for heating and cooling. Heat pumps are much less expensive to operate, and since buildings are widely spread out, installing underground
loops is not an issue. Underground loops can be easily installed during construction of new buildings as well, resulting in savings for the life of the
building. Furthermore, recent policy developments are offering strong incentives for homeowners to install these systems. The 2008 economic
stimulus bill, Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008, includes an eight year extension (through 2016) of the 30 percent investment tax
credit, with no upper limit, to all home installations of EnergyStar certified geothermal heat pumps.i2
The Future of Geothermal Energy
Geothermal energy has the potential to play a significant role in moving the United States (and other regions of the world) toward a cleaner, more
sustainable energy system. It is one of the few renewable energy technologies that-like fossil fuels--can supply continuous, baseload power. The
costs for electricity from geothermal facilities are also declining. Some geothermal facilities have realized at least 50 percent reductions in the price
of electricity since 1980. A considerable portion of potential geothermal resources will be able produce electricity for as little as 8 cents per kilowatthour (including a production tax credit), a cost level competitive with new conventional fossil fuel-fired power plants.13 There is also a bright future
for the direct use of geothermal resources as a heating source for homes and businesses in any location. However, in order to tap into the full potential
of geothermal energy, two emerging technologies require further development: Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS) and co-production of
geothermal electricity in oil and gas wells.
EnhancedGeothermalSystems. Geothermal heat occurs everywhere under the surface of the earth, but the conditions that make water circulate to
the surface are found only in less than 10 percent of Earth's land area. An approach to capturing the heat in dry areas is known as enhanced
geothermal systems (EGS) or "hot dry rock". The hot rock reservoirs, typically at greater depths below the earth's surface than conventional sources,
are first broken up by pumping high-pressure water through them. The plants then pump more water through the broken hot rocks, where it heats up,
returns to the surface as steam, and powers turbines to generate electricity. Finally, the water is returned to the reservoir through injection wells to
complete the circulation loop. Plants that use a closed-loop binary cycle release no fluids or heat-trapping emissions other than water vapor, which
may be used for cooling.±1
The Department of Energy, several universities, the geothermal industry, and venture capital firms (including Google) are collaborating on research
and demonstration projects to harness the potential of hot dry rock. Australia, France, Germany, and Japan also have R&D programs to make EGS
commercially viable. The DOE hopes to have EGS ready for commercial development by 2015 and is currently funding several demonstration
projects.
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EGS Development Sequence
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One cause for careful consideration with EGS is the possibility of induced seismic activity that might occur from hot dry rock drilling and
development. This risk is similar to that associated with hydraulic fracturing, an increasingly used method of oil and gas drilling, and with carbon
dioxide capture and storage in deep saline aquifers. Though a potentially serious concern, the risk of an induced EGS-related seismic event that can
be felt by the surrounding population or that might cause significant damage currently appears very low when projects are located an appropriate
distance away from major fault lines and properly monitored. Appropriate site selection, assessment and monitoring of rock fracturing and seismic
activity during and after construction, and open and transparent communication with local communities are also critical.
Co-productionof GeothermalElectricity in Oil and Gas Wells. Oil and gas fields already under production represent another large potential source
of geothermal energy. In many existing oil and gas reservoirs, a significant amount of high-temperature water or suitable high-pressure conditions
are present, which could allow for the production of electricity and oil or gas at the same time. In some cases, exploiting these resources could even
enhance the extraction of the oil and gas itself. An MIT study estimated that the United States has the potential to develop 44,000 MWs of
geothermal capacity by 2050 by co-producing electricity, oil, and natural gas at oil and gas fields-primarily in the Southeast and southern Plains
states. The study projects that such advanced geothermal systems could supply 10 percent of U.S. baseload electricity by that year, given R&D and
deployment over the next 10 years.15
These exciting new developments in geothermal will be supported by unprecedented levels of federal R&D funding. Under, the American Recovery
and Investment Act of 2009, $400 million of new funding was allocated to the DOE's Geothermal Technologies Program. Of this $90 million is
expected to go towards a series of up to 10 demonstration projects to prove the feasibility of EGS technology. Another $50 million will fund up to 20
demonstration projects for other new technologies, including co-production with oil and gas and low temperature geothermal. The remaining funds
will go exploration technologies, expanding the deployment of geothermal heat pumps, and other uses. These investments will very likely produce
great net benefits in the future..

Endnotes:
1. Geothermal Energy Association (GEA) 2009. U.S. Geothermal Power Production and Development Update.
2. Williams, C.F., M.J. Reed, R.H. Mariner, J. DeAngelo, and S.P.Galanis Jr. 2008. Assessment of moderate- and high-temperature geothermal
resources of the United States. U.S. Geological Survey fact sheet 2008-3082, 4. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of the Interior
3. See Note I.
4. See Note 2.
5. National Renewable Energy Laboratory. Energy TechnologN Cost and IPerformance Data.
6. Calpine. [ he Gie sers.
7. City of Santa Rosa, CA. (icysers Expansion.
8. Virginia Tech. Ilot Springs in the Southeastern United Stales.
9. National Energy Authority and Iceland Ministry of Industries and Commerce. 2004. Energy In Iceland: Historical Perspective, Present Status,
I uture Outlook.
10. Department of Energy - Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). 2008. Geothermal (Ground-Source) Ileat Pumps: Market Status, Barriers to
\doplion, and Actions to Ohercome Barriers. Report ORNL/TM-2008/232.
II. Ibid
12. Energy Star. Federal Tax Credits for [Energy Efficiency.
13. California Energy Commission ( CEC) (June 2003). Comparative Cost of California Central Station Electricity Generation Technologies, Final
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Oxygen Depletion
Posted: Feb 26, 2008

In addition to the natural forces at work "out there", wee have a lot of manmade junk going on right here. We have no control over what our sun will
do, how unseen asteroids or brown dwarfs may impact us down the road.
But what goes on here on this planet called Earth definitely comes under our
stewardship responsibilities. And we're slowly (Al Gore might say fast)
cutting off our oxygen supply. Oxygen depletion Is critical to our life!
We have a 21% oxygen mix in our atmosphere and if that were to drop to
4
1 %, we'd simply lose consciousness and at an 11%, we die! Conversely,
our atmosphere has a low C02 mix of0.038%. Not much, eh? If that was to
increase to just 2.5-3.0%% we'd die (depending upon how long such a
situation existed.
We humanoids have two lungs and in like fashion so does the earth.
The earth breathes in C02 and exhales the vital oxygen that we need to sustain out life. One of those lungs are our plants, trees,
shrubs, and grasses. The process through which they covnert bad stuff into good stuff is called PHOTOSYNTHENSIS.
The other lung is the ocean and it transfers the bad stuff to the good stuff through a process called PHYTOPLANKTON.
The bad news is that we're poisoning both lungs. We're cutting down our rain forests, we're destroying our landscape so we can
put in houses, and shopping centers, and we're generally poisoning the rest with various fertilizers. And, we're poilluting our
oceans and killing off the plankton that's needed to perform the work of converting C02 into oxygen. In fact we've got a couple of
total KILL ZONES where nothing lives such as the Gulf of Bothnia between Sweden and Finland.
The mouth of the Mississippi is now seeing a seasonal dead zone and the water off the Florida peninsula are producing less and
less fishing opportunities. Hello America! Hello world! This is no golden world that we're creating.
We're fast approaching a tipping point from which they will be no return, no opportunity to turn things around and when that
comes it will be fast- much faster than we imagine. The canaries are beginning to die. The 2003 European heat wave went largely
unnoticed here in America. More than 14,000 died as a result of the heat wave. That's 5x the number of people killed in the Twin
Towers tragedy.
We have a two-edged sword being swung our way: from without and from within- both terrestrial and extraterrestrial. We have
some control over the former. I suggest we begin taking a serious look-see at what needs to be and the sooner the better. The
latter factor bears watching and monitoring, but that and prayer Is about all I can suggest.
(ArtldesBase SC #342775)
.....

rule Fitzpatrick - About the Author:
ernie@lrchouston.com
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Oxygen depletion as important as C02 increases,
scientist says
ISourced From Thereencarwebsite.co.uk

I

New research shows oxygen depletion in the atmosphere has been accelerating since 2003, coinciding with the
biofuels boom.
The Institute of Science in Society (SiS) which published the research says that climate policies that focus exclusively
on carbon sequestration could be disastrous for all oxygen-breathing organisms including humans.
Sadly, action to tackle climate change mitigating policies are almost all aimed at reducing C02 without considering
other climate change factors.
Dr. Mae-Wan Ho who compiled the research, reports that within the past several years, scientists have found that
oxygen (02) in the atmosphere has been dropping, and at higher rates than just the amount that goes into the increase
of C02 from burning fossil fuels, some 2 to 4-times as much, and accelerating since 2002-2003. Simultaneously,
oxygen levels in the world's oceans have also been falling. Although the causes for the sudden acceleration in oxygen
depletion are yet unclear, changes to natural ecosystems through deforestation and the expansion of agriculture could
be playing a significant role.
It is becoming clear, the institute says, that reducing C02 emissions is not enough; oxygen has its own dynamic and
the rapid decline in atmospheric 02 must also be addressed. Although there is much more 02 than C02 in the
atmosphere - 20.95 percent or 209 460 ppm of 02 compared with around 380 ppm of C02 - humans, all mammals,
birds, frogs, butterfly, bees, and other air-breathing life-forms depend on this high level of oxygen for their well being.
In humans, failure of oxygen energy metabolism is the single most important risk factor for chronic diseases including
cancer and death. 'Oxygen deficiency' is currently set at 19.5 percent in enclosed spaces for health and safety below
that, fainting and death may result.
http://www.carbonofsetsdaily.com/news-channels/global/oxygen-depletion-as-important-as-co2-increase...
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The simultaneous decrease in ocean oxygen not only threatens the survival of aerobic marine organisms, but is
symptomatic of the slow-down in the ocean's thermohaline 'conveyor belt' circulation system that transports heat from
the tropics to the poles, overturns surface layers of into the deep and vice versa, redistributing nutrients and gases for
the ocean biosphere, and regulating rainfall and temperatures on the landmasses. Changes to the thermohaline could
wipe out the ocean's phytoplankton that's ultimately responsible for splitting water to regenerate oxygen for the entire
biosphere, on land and in the sea.
Read the full article here: http://www.i-sis.org.uk/O2DroppingFasterThanCO2Rising.php
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